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ABSTRACT
We r e v i e v the b a s i c theory of symmetry r e s t o r a t i o n - p a r t i c u l a r l y

in re lat ion to a poss ible vanisning of the Cabibbo angle in the presence

of external electromagnetic f i e l d s . I t 1B emphasised that the c r i t i c a l

quantit ies are Invariants liVe < H 2 > - < E ? > • This one, in part icular ,

must exceed (10 1 5 gauss) 2 since 6C 4 0 for hyperons. In some nuc le i ,

internal f i e lds exceed t h i s c r i t i c a l quantity, lending credence to

the arguments by Hardy and Tovner and "by Watson that ec has »ade a trans i t ion

to an anomalously small value for nuclei l i k e Ar and HD
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I . IHTRODUCTIOH

The concept of SYMMETRY entered particle physics at on early date.

However, the related concept of ORBED ( i . e . the act of choice among sets of

states vith equivalent degrees of symmetry} - formalized as early as 1937 by

Landau in condensed matter physics - came Into prominence in particle

physics only in the decade of the Sixties, under the unfortunate name
2)

"spontaneous breaking of symmetry". The importance of the third related

idea - SYMMETRY RESTORATION ( i . e . transition from an ordered to an unordered

state in a suitable external environment) - once again recognized in condensed

matter theory with the Ginzburg-Landau description of the transition of the

superconductor to a normal phase at high temperatures or in a strong magnetic
>O.5),6)

field - has only Just begun to be appreciated in particle physics. Four

types of external environment for such symmetry-restoring transitions nay be

envisaged: (l) high temperature, (2) high density, (3) high gravitational or

(I4) high E and/or jj environments. It i s the purpose of this reviev to

describe recent work relating in particular to the restoration of Cabibbo

symmetry ~ i.e., strangeness conservation in veak interactions.

To distinguish SYMMETRY versus ORDER (in the context used in this

reviev), consider two potentials pictured in Fig. l , the Beggidg Bovl and the

Pimpled Cup Potentials,
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For the Begging Bovl, there is a unique minimum and i t is also the maximally

SYMMETRIC position at the bottom of the bovl. A bead would come to re3t at

this unique position.For the Dimpled Cup there is an infinity of minima, al l

equivalent, strung along a circle at the bottom of the dimple. A bead may

come to rest anywhere along the azimuth. The act of choice vhioh fixes on one
the establishing cf

of these infinitely many minima as describing the physical state is/ORDER.

To appreciate the nuances of terminology, consider the example of an un-

sophisticated country, where table-manners have not been universally agreed

upon, with guests crowded round a circular table, with a napkin on one side

and a piece of bread on the other, in front of each guest. This is a sym-

metrical situation but intrinsically unstable, since each guest is eyeing his

neighbour to decide which is his bread and which his napkin - the one to his

right, or the one to his left . One bold spir i t , at long las t , makes up his (er)

Kind and chooses - and instantly the choice is defined for .everyone on the

table. A state of ORDER sets in instantaneously *^with this act of choice.**^

To understand the third idea - restoration of symmetries - let us go

back to the dimpled cup potential, A hammering, administered by a genie, which

converts the dimpled cup into the Begging Bovl would limit the choices along

the azimuth to the unique choice at the bottom of the bovl. The state

changes from non-zero to zero-ORDER or SYMMETRY. The genie who converts one

v The "instantaneity" in a relativistic theory would be the appearance

of a massless Goldstone boson, travelling vith the velocity of light and

signalling the onset of ORDER.

• y A philosophical opinion on this phenomenon has been noted by Fubini

in the problem of Buridan's ass, vho finds himself in the centre of a field

around the border of which is piled his fodder. Presented vith a set of

equally attractive alternatives, he loses the freedom to choose and starves.
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potential (Begging Bowl) to the other (Dimpled Cup) must supply energy -

this could for example be energy from an external electric or magnetic source.

In this paper we review the situation of theory and experiment relating

to symmetry restoration in particle physics, using electric and magnetic fields.

recapitulating the development given in Refs.5 and 6.

In Kef. 5 ve followed the ideas of Ginzburg and Landau for

superconductivity theory - the prototype theory of ORDER and symmetry res-

toration - to obtain estimates of critical (constant) magnetic field strengths

vhich may switch off the Cabibbo angle. In Ref.6 we emphasised

the differences of the particle physics situation from that' obtaining in super-

conductivity theory. The crucial difference lies in the fact that in super-

conductivity theory the ORDER function is the expectation value of the Cooper

pair field- The Cooper pair is charged (two electrons bound loosely together

through a phonon-interaction, with their spins anti-aligned: the pair making

up a spin-zero bound state). The external magnetic field interacts directly

with the Cooper pair and disrupts it - thereby

destroying ORDEE, and restoring the superconductor to the normal (unordered)

state. In particle physics, in contrast, the order function is the expect-

ation value of a neutral field. Thus, the magnetic and electric fields act

on this uncharged substrate radiatively - i.e. through the charged virtual

constituents of which this neutral field may be considered to be composed.

This makes the size of the composite an important parameter in the theory

will
since it determines hov much external electromagnetic energy/be absorbed by

* to be
the substrate. The chief difference. from superconductivity, hovever, appearsJlthat

phase

i t is not only external magnetic fields which bring about the^transition; the trans-

ition can be caused by electric fields too, except that the tvo types of field

act oppositely. That is to say, if magnetic fields bring about transitions

of non-zero to zero ORDER, electric fields would, on the contrary, increase
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ORBEB, and vice versa.. One of the critical quantities is the gauge and Lorentz

invariant U*1 |H - s° th*t E and H act oppositely. Which

field it is that acts to restore symmetry (end switch off CabibToo angle) is,

as we show, model dependent.

So much for theory. Empirically it appears that possibly magnetic

(or electric) fields inside some nuclei are already so strong as to switch off

6 . We shall review this evidence, Tiusre are uncertainties, and the
call

situation seems to / for a systematic set of experiments to measure lifetimes

(and thus 9 ) for hyperons produced inside nuclei, on the one hand, and a

systematic theoretical evaluation of average magnetic and electric fields

obtaining therein,on the other.

Qualitative aspects of the ordered state are reviewed in Sec.II,

Thennodynamic estimates of the critical field for destabilizing such a state

and, in particular, for the restoration of CP and strangeness conservation

are given in Sec.Ill, Sec.IV is devoted to a discussion in general terms

of phase transitions in relativistie theories, and a simplified field-

theoretic model is treated in Sec.V. The fields to he expected in medium

sized nuclei are derived in Sec.VI> and anomalies in the Cabibbo factor

which might indicate transition phenomena in nuclear physics are reviewed

in Sec. VII. The experimentally inclined reader can skip Sees. II, IV and V.

II. THE ORDERED GROUHD STATE

The nature of an ordered ground state is clearly apprehended in the

ferromagnet idealized as an array of independently orientable dipoles.

Because of the interaction between neighbouring dipoles, the energy takes i ts

minimum value when al l dipoles are oriented in the same direction. Thus, in

spite of the rotational symmetry of interactions, the ground state will have

a sense (revealed in its magnetisation) and the rotational symetry v i l l be

masked (or, in the unhappy phrase of the particle physicist, spontaneously

broken). No particular direction is preferred, a l l are equivalent i f no

external influence is brought to bear. The spontaneously chosen direction

for the ground state magnetization is not predictable: i t i s , so to speak,

an "act of choice" on the part of the system ( i .e . i t is determined by some

fluctuation in the history of the system). Conversely, the ordered state

becomes unstable i f the temperature of the system i s raised. Thermal

fluctuations eventually dominate the magnetic interactions and the orientations

of the individual dipoleB become randomly distributed. The magnetization

vanishes and rotational symmetry i s restored.

A second example of the ordered ground state is provided by the super-

conductor. The illustration is more abstract now in that the apparently

lost symmetry is associated vith rotations in a 2-dimensional charge space

rather than in 3-diaensional physical space as above. What seems to happen

is that, owing to phonon interactions, there arises a weak attraction between

electrons near the Fermi surface and a proportion of them is caused to form

into loosely bound Cooper pairs. .IheBe doubly-charged "bosons" drop into

a Bose-Einstein phase. A phenomenological description of this state of

affairs i s provided by the Ginzburg-Landau theory. Here the Cooper pairs

are represented by an effective scalar field or order parameter $~" , in

terns of which the free energy can be expressed as
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F(T) I P 14>1
2

X

(2.1)

where F denotes tbe free energy density of the normal state. The para-

meters a , & , m# , e* are a l l in principle computable in a microscopic

theory. Thus, m* and e* represent the effective mass and charge of the

Cooper pair so that m* « 2m and e* fls 2e , where m and e denote the

mass and charge of a single electron. The expression (2.1) is valid only for

small |<t>[ , i . e . near the symmetric value $ = 0

The mark of genius on the part of Landau and Ginzburg was the recognition

that for a phase transition to occur, ot{T) must change sign while g(T)

remains positive, i . e . a(T} vanishes for same cri t ical temperature, T ,

and is negative for T < T This is implied by the statement that F(T)

is minimized for a non-vanishing order parameter <|> , |<|> (T) I = - atm{

Tor a(T) < 0 , and <|> (T) « 0 for a(T) > 0

obtain for T < T and T >, T , respectively.

t h e minimization of the free

These two situations

Notice that

energy fixes only the

magnitude of 4> , not its phase. Like the direction of magnetization in

the ferramagnet, the phase of the Cooper field in the ground state of the

superconductor is a matter of choice.

One aspect of the existence pf ORDEK, such as occurs in superconductors,

is the Meiesner effect. Magnetic flux (below a critical value) is expelled

from tbe body of the superconductor which behaves as a perfect dianagnet.

Equivalently, and more generally, the vector forces associated vith the local

synoetry become of finite range in the ordered state. In superconductor

-6- .

theory this range is known as the penetration depth, A . A typical depth,

\ *> 10 em corresponds to the effective photon "mass" •v£0 eV. When the

external magnetic field exceeds the critical value, the order parameter

vanishes, as for the case of high temperature. (For an estimate of H see

c
Sec.III.)

To compute non-iero order, in relativistic theories in which elementary

scalar fields are involved, i t is natural to replace the free energy (2.1)

by an effective potential which is Just the vacuum energy density expressed

as a function of the scalar field expectation values. With this language i t

is a relatively simple matter to compute the effect of radiative eorreetione

at least in lowest order. If elementary (Higgs) scalars are not present in

the original Lagrnagian then the problem is altogether more difficult: i t is

necessary to construct effective sealars like the Cooper composite by solving

a bound state type of problem.

The ordered ground state in relativistic cases can be destabilized by

raising the temperature as well as by applying sufficiently strong external

electromagnetic (or gravitational) fields, or by increasing the number

density of fermions. We shall return to the problem of estimating critical

values for the external magnetic field in the following.

We conclude this section by listing some of the ways in which an

ordered vac-ium night be expected to manifest itself.

(l) The breaking of strong interaction symmetries, e.g. Su(li) • SU(3)

•+ SU(2). If the breaking were strictly spontaneous then the theory would

Have to include either massless scalars (Goldstone theorem) or massive

vectors (Higgs mechanism) corresponding to each broken synmetry. These

obligatory particles are associated with the phases of the order parameters.

-7-



(2) Chiral symmetry breaking and the acquisition of rest HUBS by

femdona. For chiral SU(2)* SU(2) in the cr model, for example, the

micleon Interaction takes the form + h.c. and the nueleon

mass is given by g<a^ in the Ordered vacuum. A large concentration of

nucleons may perhaps shed their mass by destabilizing the ordered vacuum

locally and so causing < ô]> to vanish. (Archimedes effect.)

(3) Unified weak and electromagnetic interactions. If the electro-

magnetic field belongs to a multiplet of vectors vbieh realize a non-Abelian
of these multipletslocal symmetry, then the other members £ must acquire very large masses i f

they are to be associated with the charged and neutral currents of weak
value

interactions. This could be brought about by a very large^C ** 300 GeV) for the

order parameter representing the vacuum expectation value of some veakly

interacting neutral scalar.

(It) Violation of CP and strangeness. These symmetries are violated

weakly and i t may be possible to associate this 'breaking vlth the presence

of relatively small non-vanishing order parameters in off-diagonal positions

in the quark mass matrix. If the greater part of the violations come from

such mass terms i t nay be possible to switch them off by causing the relevant

order parameters to vanish through the action of an external agency (such

as a magnetic or electric field) > vithout the quark or V-aeson masses

(which come from diagonal matrix elements} vanishing at the same time.

I I I . CBITICAIi F1EIDS: ORDER OF'MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES

The purpose of th i s section i s to sketch souse order of magnitude

estimates for external (uniform) magnetic f i e lds which could destabi l ize

as ordered ground state .

Firs t ly , there i s the so-called "thermodynaaic" c r i t i c a l f i e ld Hc

defined by

-8-

H*'
(3.1)

where F and T denote the densities of free energy in the normal and

superconducting states, respectively. If the Giniburg-Lsndau expression

(2.1) is valid, then

For the models of weak and electromagnetic interactions,

l(MeV)2 • l.kk x io 1 3 gauss , we find _

(3.2)

i. 300 GeV . Vitb.

(3.3)

Such numbers are f&r too large to be interesting in the laboratory and so

we must look for situations where- the relevant order parameter {$") is

much smaller. For this ve turn to the problems of CP violation and Cabibbo

suppression in strangeness changing weak interactions vhlcb, in a simplified

version of the theory,may be described by a complex (n,X) mass matrix.

Suppose that the quarks acquire their masses through the spontaneous

violation of a chiral type symmetry. In the Lagrangian there will be

a Yukawa term,

kc.
(3.>0
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sr.a the quark sasses v i l i be determined by the expectetion values of the scalar

fields E ^ ^ , etc. - Thus

"
' (3.5)

vhere Û  ana UR are unitary matrices

u, , (3.6)

vhere 6L , 6K are Cabibbo rotations ana 6^ R give a description of CP

violation. In particular, the off-diagonal terms are given by

(3.7)

Tor

* (3.7) reduces tc

suppose 6_ * that

With g * 1 and m^ - m̂  m 175 MeV.one obtains the real part of the order

parameter, related to the Cabibbo rotation of D tod ) quarks,

%* «*!>> X 45 MtV - (3-9)

The corresponding tBennodynamle critical field i s given by

-10-

arrm irwm.

~ V41T/5,
(3.10)

This estimate refers to the type of field strength necessary to suppress the

off-ciegocel term in the quark Bass jistrix and, through tfcis, tbe strangeness

violating weak processes.

*)

To estimate tbe CP restoring critical f ield, ve tele a milliveak type

cf model vith 6, t» -6^ ts 10 . One also needs HL + a . There are tvo

possibilities. Firstly, vith a, + m ~ 20D MeV (light auarks) one finds

Alternatively, vith m, + m -V U GeV (heavy quarks) one finds
A XI ]

Objections can be raised against these estimateE. Quite apart fron

the jnodel aependect •unoerteiotiee 'embodied in coupling parameters such IU

g end £ and mass parameters n . end m, , I t Is arguable that the

theimodynai.Jc esi-teate - coupled vith the Giniburg-Lendau ej^reESion for

the free energy - nay be misleading. , This i s 'because we are dealing

vith a neatrel condensate, t> , 4 , , e tc . , rather than a charged one as
* — n n nA • •"' T ^

in superconductors. The external magnetic field floes not act

directly on our condensate but only on the charged fluctuations (loop

effects).

The quantity vhich replaces the Glnzbure-Landni'expression for the

free energy density in the relatiTistic case 1B the vacuum energy density

or effective potential, Y($,H,E,). Because of gauge invarianee,it con depend

*J A preliminary and perhaps unrealistic model for spontaneous superweak CP
breaking seems to give a value around 3 x 10 gauss for the critical field strength.
This is likely to be a very gross underestimate from the experirrental point of
view, however.



only on the field strengths H,E (and their derivatives) in addition to the

neutral fields <f • Because i t must "be a Lorents scalar, the field strengths

Bust appear in the combinations $ ' e (H -IT) and e (H.E) . U» leading terms

in the effective potential should take the form

V [a+ «L
(3.13)

where the parameter a is derived from a loop integration involving those

charged particles which couple to $ : it measures the charged fluctuations (cf)

f3.ll*)

where M is a mass which characterizes the size of the charged loop.

(Likewise, b n )

If the parameter a i s negative, then the ground state value

will be non-vanishing provided H -E is small enough. To destabilize this

ordered state it is clearly necessary to raise, the value of

the coefficient of *£ vanishes in (3.13), i.e.

until

a
a

(3-15)

and this must be positive, (in this estimate ve have neglected h .) On

comparing with (3.2), this can be expressed in the form

•) Since H.E is a pseudoscalar it could appear only among the parity

violating terms which are presumably proportional to the Fermi coupling Gj.

and thus give a relatively small contribution to the effective potential.

-J2-

» x (Ginzburg-Land&u estimate)

(3.16)

•where minimizes V when E. = H • 0 and equals V-a/6' • For the

off-diagonal caBes considered above i t i s likely that e^$V < M^ (<*» m̂ )

and so the previous estimates (3.10i^C3.121 of critical fKLĉ s ^ay ne,ed enhancing.

Jin interesting question arises now as to whether an ordered state can

be destabilized by the action of an electric field. Since the ground state

is supposed to be relativist!cally invariant, i t follows that £ and 5

must appear in the combination^ IT-E , and so, i f the parameter a in (3.13)

should turn out to be negative, then a magnetic field would act to increase

the stability of the ordered state while an electric'field would destabilize.

In Sec.V i t v i l l be shown in a model calculation that the parameter a in

(3.131 cpuld indeed be negative.

** In superconductors where the condensate is charged there are of course

good physical reasons why electric fields do not produce critical effects.

An electric field accelerates the Cooper pairs, vithout breaking it up,

-while the magnetic field acting on the oppositely aligned spins of the

two electrons forming the pair tends to disrupt it.
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IV. FIELD-THEORETIC M3DEIS *

A. Effective potentials

The treatment of phase transitions in relativistic theories is in one

respect simpler than in condensed natter physics. This is because the ground

state, or vacuum,is Lorentz invariant, i.e. it has a greater degree of

symmetry than obtains in non-relativistic situations. Helativistic theories

are usually defined by a Lagrangian density which is a local scalar quantity,

being made out of scalar, spinor and vector fields .(at least for renormalizahle

models, otherwise higher spin fields could be used). The scalar (Higgs) fields

are optional. If they are included as elementary fields then the theory vill

contain more parameters but perturbation computations are relatively straight-

forward. On the other hand,one may attempt to obtain the scalar fields as

composites of spinors and to compute their mass and coupling parameters in

12) . •)

terms of more "fundamental" quantities. This more ambitious programme

has yet to be realized and ve shall proceed vith the standard renormalizable

gauge models. These contain the following fields:

1) Scalars ^(x) . There can be a number of these, both charged and

neutral, belonging to some representation of the internal symmetry group.

(Some of these scalar fields may be associated with gauge degrees of freedom

and so do not correspond to physical excitations. The rest will be associated

with spin-zero massive particles.}• Their static interactions are. governed

by a (classical) potential function V ($) vhose minimum point <(.$]>

determines the residual symmetry, I.e. the symmetry vMch remains in the

*> '

In conrt̂ npcil matter physics the analogous type of model is the BCS theory

of superconductivity vhere the Cooper pairs are scalar composites made out

of weakly interacting electrons.

-lU-

ordered vacuum state. The excitation masses are given by the eigenvalues

of the matrix of second derivatives, 3^/3<t>.3$, , evaluated at the minimum.

2) Fermions V(x). These fields must belong to some representation of

the gauge symmetry. Their mass terns are given by i£(M + g - O ^ H , where

the types of Yukawa couplings g^ and Basses K are restricted by the gauge

symmetry.

3) Vectors V (x). The gauge vectors are necessary for the construction

of invariant kinetic terms in the Lagrangian. Their self-Interactions and

couplings to the scalars and spinors are governed entirely by the gauge

('minimal coupling} principle.

Using standard field-theoretic methods one can compute & modified

potential, V(<fi), which incorporates the quantum corrections to the classical

term ,

VIP)

One can go furtter and compute quantum corrections to the Lagrangian as a

whole. Of particular interest to us are the terms vhich contain the electro-

magnetic term i-l/k) F F . These corrections can be taken into account

by adding to V the terms

3

The first-order corrections V and

in terms of the maeBes Mo($). Mj/2W

C.21

can be expressed qiiite generally

M^) of t l

-15-



excitations *•' of spins 0, 1/2, and 1, respectively. Thus

•JL v 2 [ M.
4 MM.1 _ I* tf*

vhere each particle and antiparticle (vhere distinct) must be included In the

sum. By actual computation, ve also find that

+21

where the sum includes the charged particles (but not their antiparticleB).

Hotice here that the vector contribution has the opposite Bign to the scalar

and spinor contributions .

We are interested nov in the "effective" potential ,

*t) In the -unitary gauge. Other gauges can hring In unphysical excitations

as wen. Structures like V e f f and-- Z_ are not generally gauge independent.

Hote that higher orders for the effective potential V (.*) have the

typical form M 2 ) 1 and ) (*) x (log

-16-

vhere the electromagnetic invariant

2 r r

is regarded as fixed by the external environment. The minimum of Veff{$)

will depend on the value of "$> and it can happen that the symmetry type of

this quantity, K^t^it. • w i l 1 v a r y discontlmiously with 3" , corresponding

to a phase transition.

Suppose, for example, that the gauge symmetry in SU(2) and the

scalars comprise a real singlet £ and a real triplet x • I n addition let

there be a discrete (reflection) symmetry under vhich ^ * 8 even and X

' £ £
is odd. The potential "Vef f is therefore a function of £ and x • Its

2 2
minimum could f a l l anywhere in' the plane of 4> and x • Kcwf these

£ 2
quantities cannot be negative and so only the quadrant <|> > 0, x S- ° l s

accessible. Hence the minimum allowable value of V e f f must l i e in one of

four domains:
1) £' > 0 , X > 0

,2
2) £ > 0

3] £ - 0

It) +2 - 0

> 0

In the first two phases the continuous symmetry is reduced from SU(2) to

U(l). In the latter two it remains SU(2). The reflection symmetry Is

preserved in phases 2) and k) but broken in phases l) and 3}. Suppose

the system resides in phase 1) when" $ = 0 . As # is increased the

minimum vill trace a trajectory like that Illustrated in Fig.2. The point

A designates the minimum for # • 0 . As 3* increases the minimum nov««

down to the point B, -which it reaches vhen ^ = "} . A t this point there

is a phase transition 1) + 2). As
l

increases beyond $ , the absolute

-17-



2
minimum proceeds to negative values of x • This means that the accessible

2
minimum moves along the l i n e , x " 0 , from B tovards the origin, 0.

It reaches the origin when the absolute minimum reaches the point C

corresponding to some value J* = J1 > "3" - A t this point there i s a
C2 °1

phase' transit ion 2) —*lt). The new phaBe persists for Jr > "} . In the

other direction we might have decreased $ through negative values until

< 0 the minimum meets the X2 a t the point D

corresponding to the transit ion l ) - * 3 ) . As "} i s further decreased

towards the value ^ = ^ < % i the accessible minimum moves down the
CU =3

axis from D towards the origin at which there 1B a transit ion 3 ) -**• ) .

B) Uncertainties in the computation

The scenario described above i s somewhat idealized in that we have

neglected to mention some features vhich may be signif icant. F irs t ly , in

the neighbourhood of the transition points B and D one or other of the

scalar masses goes t o sero and th i s could give rise to infra-red effects

which nay invalidate the perturbation expansion. Secondly, the retaining

of only a l inear term in ty in the effect ive potential may be a bad

approximation i f the cr i t ica l values \[f \ , V% , e tc . , turn out to be
C l °2

comparable to typical particle masses {squared). (Presumably such a short-

coming could be rect i f ied by including higher powers of in V .

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the neglect of gradient terms in

the effect ive Lagrangian may be unjustified.

Another source of unrel iabi l i ty in the cr i t i ca l f ie ld estimate i s

the gauge dependence of the effective potential . We have used unitary

gauge here because i t i s the simplest and poses no problems with spurious

zero-mass scalars in the computation of ef fect ive potentials . To our

knowledge these problems have not been resolved in any other except the

3_3j argued1 •
unitary gauge. Klrzhni-ts and Linde ,on the other hand, bavej^that the unitary

gauge should not be trusted in perturbative computations. We do. not b e l i e v e

that t h i s kind of ambiguity could af fect the order of magnitude of the r e s u l t . '

C) Space-dependence of the order -parameter

In the Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductors the scalar f i e l d

kinet ic terms are retained and, in sooe s i tuat ions , they play a decisive

role . There i s the parameter V5" ic (« M^ c ( a a r / M
T e c tor'* " b l e h i s l a r « e r

than unity in Type I I superconductors. In such cases the. k inet ic term

i s important and the superconducting state becomes unstable against the

formation of vortices (the surface energy associated with a boundary between

A remark which i s relevant t o the controversy over which gauge t o work

in for pract ica l computations i s the fol lowing. In superconductivity theory

the expectation value of the charged Cooper pair f i e l d i s a slowly varying

function of space. A constant value (over a l l space) would imply the breakdown

of charge conservation (and gauge invariance) of the theory. As i s we l l

known, in the simple versions of Ginzburg-Landau theory, where as an

approximation the order parameter i s se t equal t o a constant , one must

check that the superf ic ia l v io la t ion of gauge invariance does not a f fec t the

estimates of phys ica l ly measured quant i t ies Unduly. This has been confirmed

I1*}
by numerous invest igat ions

In a t y p i c a l nuclear environment the electromagnetic term 3 1 can Tary

considerably over distances of order m̂  . Since the underlying v i r t u a l

structure on which the e f f e c t i v e Lagrangian i s based may involve charged

p a r t i c l e s as l i g h t as a^ , i t may not be permissible t o neglect terms l i k e

3X Fuv' l n t n e e f f e e t i v e Lagrangian. The same i s true of the scalar

f i e ld derivatives , ZA$) (3 $ ) 2 , e tc .
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normal and superconducting regions i s negative) if the impressed magnetic

f ie ld exceeds a critical--value Ĥ  (see Fig, 3) . In tbe figure there are

three distinct regions in the K-H plane. In region I the Meissner effect ia

complete and magnetic flux is excluded. In region II flux vortices penetrate

the superconductor. Their number is proportional to the excess H-Ĥ  .

When H -»H the density of vortices increases until at H = H the super-
C2 C 2

conducting remainder is squeezed to nothing. In . region M the normal

state prevails.

Analogous phenomena may occur in particle physics. If the kinetic

terms are notnegligible,then sores could occur inside the nucleus - or inside

a nucleon - over vhieh the scalar fields vary significantly. Such variations

would manifest themselves through anomalous behaviour in, for example,

the Cabtbbo angle although, at present, i t is not clear what parameter should

play the role of tc in considerations involving "off-diagonal" mass terms.

Regardless of the Type II subtleties i t is clear that space dependence

of the order parameters must be significant in the nuclear domain owing to

the space dependence of $• referred to above. To i l lustrate how this might

be taken into account, consider the model-effective Lagrangian

I -

where (p is a neutral scalar. The equations of motion are

*)
The concept of the dual string as a vortex in a superconducting vacuum

15)
was proposed by Nielsen and Oleeen and further developed'by

Hambu who interpreted the univerl&l Regge slope in terms of the scalar

and vector masses.

-20-

dV = o

where J is an external current. For practical purposes such equations are

rather intractable. It is therefore worthwhile to set up a Hamilton

functional whose terms are positive. One finds

^ + 2,

+ i —

where H_ and H are momenta canonically conjugate to q> and the vector

potential A , respectively. The 3-vector H is actually the electric

displacement and satisfies the constraint

cKv ff = 4-rc $„ . . ^

independently of g> , In a search for static (soliton) solutions we can

set the transverse components of U equal to zero along with, J[_ - For

example, consider the spherically symnetric solutions corresponding to a

uniform distribution of charge

where ft is the total charge of the nucleus.
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S(r) one finds {see Pig.lt)

V i t h flip' B i S . Ad set equal to zero the energy reduces to

In a reasonable theory Z2 and Z^ v i l l be p o s i t i v e and V v i l l have an

absolute minimum at some point (pQ such that V ^ ) - 0 . With H(r) given

as in Fig.t we may expect the order parameter <p(r) t o look something l i k e

F i g . 5 , although tne deta i led shape vould be d i f f i c u l t t o obtain. The case

of small Q could be solved more f o l l y by expanding about Cp» <f and

treat ing the deviation as a small quantity. For small Q , the order parameter

<p(r) i s e s s e n t i a l l y a constant, as has been assumed in the rest of t h i s review.*)

I t i s noteworthy that H siflsereonductc-rs can display a variety of

critical fields H , H , H , H and a corresponding variety of physical
c Cl C2 C3

(vorticity) characteristics. For V G», for example, there are three widely-

different critical fields, H (T - 0) <v 200 gauss, H (T = 0) <* 6^000 gauss,

and H (T ** 0) <v 300,000 gauss. A similar situation may prevail in particle

physics with a number of critical fields differing from each other by many

orders of magnitude.

To highlight the uncertainties in the computation of the magnitudes

of critical quantities, another instructive - though, for theoreticians, sad -

example i s that of phase transitions in He vhere the computed and measured

critical temperatures differ by factors of 10 •

-22-

V. A FIELD-THEORETIC EXAMPLE

In t h i s sect ion we construct a model t o i l l u s t r a t e the application of

f i e l d theoret ic techniques and t o show that trans i t ions can be brought about

by e i ther magnetic or e l e c t r i c f ields.depending on the parameters of the

mo del .

Consider the EU(2) symmetric system of fields comprising tvo real

scalar multiplets, a singlet x and a triplet $ ; two fermionic doublets,

F and F,j , and the vector triplet V . The Lagranglan is

where the potential is given by

and the covariant derivatives are defined in the usual way.

(5.1)

(5.2)

M • 3r* + e ^ x t

C5.3)

Other couplings are forbidden by the discrete symmetries.

C5.it)
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These somewhat artificial symmetries are brought in to restrict the fermion

couplings (and, of course, their renormalizations). Thus, for example,

there is no maBs-like term, '^J^T^O * ̂ e C B U B e o f **>• symmetry D0 . To

the extent that the coupling ti@±F2
 c a n b e is 0 0" 5 3' t h e numbers N ^ )

and H(Fp) of the two fernlon types will be separately conserved. This vouia

be true to zeroth order in the Yukawa coupling, h, provided that the ground

state expectation value ^X_S could be shown to vanish in zeroth order.

If the coupling h is small then the question as to whether or not ^X,^

*)
•vanishes becomes of some interest. ' We shall therefore estimate the

strength of external fields needed to force the phase transition

There is an analogue of the electromagnetic field in this sinple

model: the local SU(2) symmetry can be made to break spontaneously to

local U(l), i.e. two of the vectors acquire mass vhile the third does not.

This is determined by minimizing the classical potential '(5.2) in order

to fix the zeroth order approximation,

- o
(5.5)

Ve shall assume that the (renormalized) parameters have been chosen such

that the global minimum occurs for both £ and x non-vanishing.

The zeroth order solution can be taken in the form

(5-6)

« f. <x> - Z6

•) The conservation of the two fermion types is intended here as a simple

analogue of strangeness conservation in real is t ic theories. Thus,

comparing vith C3.B), h<x> - ' B <C*XrÔ  " '™X"mn' 8 ±° 2 9 *

- 2 l 4 -

vith real t(L and x 0 by

(5.7)

- >>f
Correspondingly, the zeroth order scalar masses are obtained by diagonalizing

the matrix of second derivatives of V . The charged scalar is masslese

while the two neutral scalars have masses

(5.S)

Notice that M v a n i s h e s in the limit

is smell relative to other masses in the

(evaluated at tp2 = (p^ , y? = XQ)

X •+ 0 . We shall assume that X

system so that

In unitary gauge the charged scalar $ c ( l /*^) C$, - iifp) ^B absorbed

"by a gauge transformation - i t s absence being compensated for by a

+longitudinal vector mode. The charged vector W+ =

acquires the seroth order mass

(W. - 1W-)

(5.10)

(evaluated at ((f •<??). The third vector V^ remains massleas (in all

orders) and plays the role of the photon field.

The spectrum of charged boson states, scalar and vector, is gauge

dependent. Only physical states appear in the unitary gauge,and in some

others such as the Coulomb and axial gauges. In yet other gauges,such as

the Feynman or Iiandau gauges,there appear massless charged particles in
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intermediate states. These have no physical significance and cannot appear

in the asymptotic states. However, they can disr.pt approximation schemes

for the computation of gauge dependent quantities like the effective

potential,and for this reason ve Relieve these gauges should he eschewed

in problems involving an external magnetic field where they manifest

spurious infra-red divergences.

The fermion mass matrix is

(5.11)

in zeroth order and has the eigenvalues

The transition Xn "*• ° will be marked by the appearance of a new approximately

conserved quantum number, H(F )-H(F ) , the difference between numbers of

fermions of types 1 and 2 .

To summarize, in zeroth order we have the following physical ( i . e .

unitary gauge) states:

(l) Vector: V , 3 states with charge +1 and mass e<p ,
— • • • — ' \i TU

W , 3 states with charge -1 and mass em ,

V , 2 states with charge 0 and mass 0 .

(For W~ i t is necessary to choose the gauge differently since the symmetry

is not broken. Depending on the choice, there may be unphysical states

associated with r .) '

(2) Spinor:

eosfJ + F2 sinB , £ states with charge + -r and fermion number +1

2 states vith charge - — and fermion number +1
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These four states have mass

Another four states with the same quantum numbers are associated vlth the ortho-

gonal combination -F sing + F« cosfi . They have the mass

Another eight states are comprised of the antiparticleB of these. The angle

@ appears in the diagonalization of (5.1l),

(3) Scalar:

Two neutral states with mass H^ and M2 given by (5.8).

In order to estimate the cr i t ical magnitude for an external field at

which the expectation value <̂ X̂ > i s forced to vanish, ve shall examine the

one-loop contributions to the effective potential. The leading terms in the

potential considered as a function of the neutral scalars, x «

the electromagnetic icvariant, j 1 • a-K , are given by

where V
(0)

denotes the zeroth order part,

"b r

and V is the ^-independent part of the one-loop contribution.

C *« * J

and

(5.13)

(5.110
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(5-15)

(The arguments of the logarithms are the same as the expressions appearing in

front of them.) The scales in the various logarithms can be set independently

for the vector, spinor and scalar contributions. The first ^-containing

term in the expansion (in powers of &) of the one-loop potential is

(5.16)

where the sum ia restricted to charge-carrying particles and, in this

model, the fermianic contributions are suppressed relative to the vector

by the factor l A because they carry only a half-unit of charge. Again

the scales are arbitrary.

We started with the assumption that XQ is small but not zero.

(0) 2
This means that the classical potential V , viewed as a function of (f>

and x2 has a minimum Just above the axis X » 0 . The modifications (5.15)

and (5.16) viU cause this minimum to be displaced by a small amount. What
ve wish to show is that' the effect of is to shift the minimum

to a smaller value of X • T o t h e extent that lowest order perturbation

-28-

calculationB can be trusted, we obtain an estimate of the critical field

Ĵ, as the value which causes the minimum to be displaced to x " ° •

To find the displaced minimum, it is sufficient to solve the

linearized equations

t5.1T)

vhere the derivatives are evaluated at the aeroth order ainimum,
2 2 2

X " x 0 • Solving for x • one finds

t-

C5.1B)

(l) 2 (l)
The zero field corrections V /<>X and V ' are not very interesting;

2 2
they can be absorbed in a redefinition of the parameters y and K . Hence

2
on setting the displaced X equal to zero one obtains

*( '

C5.19)

From the ejcplicit form of ZU"1 given by (5.16), therefore,
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(5.20)

If the fennions are much lighter than the vector particle then, approximately,

(5.21)

A small generalization of the model consists in the introduction of a

triplet of scalars, TT . The charged members could then play a dominant role

in determining the critical field. The nev terms in the zeroth order

potential take the form •£>

T ~ v -• ' + i - - + " i - ' * r ~

(5.22)

and ve shall assume that the minimum occurs at TT = 0 , i . e . that the matrix

(5.23)

is poaitiTe definite. The masses of the new states are given by

(5.24)

*J Odd terms like (ir.<t>)i$ or TT*<̂ X > vhich would give rise to zeroth

order mixing, and thereby complicate the problem, may be excluded by means

of a discrete symmetry, JT * -ij .
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and they make the following contributions to the correction terms (5.15) and

(5-16):

h*> j **• I / j (5-15')

C5.16-)

The latter makes a contribution to the left-hand side of (5.'19)» vis.

orrLW

t5-25)

This could be either positive or negative. If ve assume that this contribution

is dominant then (6.21) is replaced by

If ^ is negative (positive) then the transition v i l l be brought on by electric

(magnetic) fields. To estimate the magnitude of the critical quantity, note i t s

direct dependence on \ , M (the size of the charged loop) and the combination0 3r

of coupling parameters,

This combination could be pos i t ive or negative and Save any magnitude, making

at highly model dependent. Assuming Xo • ^ HeV , ^ - lfcO M«V , one f ind .

11/2 1 2 " 3
1/2 19x 2-i4 x 10 gaUBB.
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VI. HUCLEAB MAGHETIC AHE ELECTRIC FIELDS

(A) In the laboratory it is possible at present to create magnetic

fields no stronger than «10 gauss. If the estimated critical fields of

Sec.Ill have any significance they are certainly quite .beyond the range

of artificially produced fields. One must look elsewhere for confirmation

of these ideas. An interesting suggestion is that the atomic nucleus

might provide a region of exceptionally strong electric and magnetic fields.

It was pointed out by Suranyi and Hedinger that the mast intense

magnetic fields are to be expected in the ooree of odd-proton nuclei. In

such a nucleus, -viewed as a closed shell core with a single proton orbiting

outside,the field at the centre should be of order

E ~ H U + UpJ 3 ,
p "

where M , t and u denote the mass, angular momentum and magnetic

moment (in nuclear magnetons! of the orbiting proton. The radius of the

nucleus is given approximately by

(6.1)

if the atomic number, A, is not too small. Thus

H -

A

For example, the nucleus
93

(6.2)

has I = k so that
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H - 2 x lo1*1 gauss .

Such semidassical estimates are crude and a proper quantum-mechanical

treatment is needed before credence can be given them.

In the nucleus there is of course a large concentration of positive

charge and the electric fields must therefore be at least comparable to

the magnetic. If our arguments of Sec.Ill, based on the Polncore

invariance of the ground state, are valid then the quantity which governs

any transitions must be the difference H — K •

The nuclear electric field 1E given (for a medium to heairy nucleus)

very approximately by. -

Z«

, 0 <

where ve are treating the nucleus as a uniform spherical charge distribution

6

m;1 A l / 3of radius, E - m ; 1 A l / 3 . (The unit em^ - 2.k * 10 l 6
 6au8s is useful

for these considerations. Distances from the core centre can be neasured

in units of the pion Compton wavelength m;1 - IA * 10* 3«.l The electric

"T ' ~" a)
*' It was argued by Watson that this estimate is too low in that it .neglects

the reciprocal motion of the core. Idealizing this efffect as a dumbbell

with the heavy core at one end and the orbiting proton at the other, be

arrived at the estimate H « lO11' gauss in a small region O 0.1 Fermi1-

near the centre of the core. We think this estimate is pro>ahly optimistic.

There are of course other invariants like (5-El , as well aa gauge and

Lorentz-invariscts aade from the parameters of the nucleus t like, its spin and

the external fields.In the following discuBsion we ignore these.
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field (£.3) dominates the magnetic field (.6.21 everywhere outside a

"0
spherical region of radius B1 given by

M.

The situation is summarized in Fig.6 where £ and E are plotted against

radius for medium or heavy nuclei - idealized "by uniform spherical d i s t r i -

butions of charge and magnetization.

(B) We should also make estimates of magnetic and electric fields

inside hyperons. As erigphaslsedfcy Van Hove, here 60 f i> end does not vary

greatly between one hyperon and another. Since no transition effects are

in evidence for these particles, one would obtain a mlninmm value for

(jf i+ ^ *W considering these structures.

How, in their quark structure the hyperonB presumably reseafble very

light nuclei except for their much stronger binding. A very crude approach

to the hyperon £ , for example, would be to consider the Influence of two

p-quarkB on the V-quark. But such an approach would be inappropriate since

we are interested in the transition amplitude X * n, and I t Is not just

For comparison, notice that the electric and magnetic fields of a point

charge e , carrying the Mrac magnetic moment ea~ ( i . e . g * 21, balance

(on the equator) at a radius of one Conpton wavelength, r = m" . For an electron
N -= |H| * 3 10X1 gauss.

••) Private communication.

the environment of the strange $oark which counts for off-diagonal matrix

elements hut a correlation between X and n quarts. Clearly what is

needed here i s a proper field-theoretic calculation in a fully quantum franc

work. In such an undertaking the fields E and S would no longer be

treated as external but would be included among the dynamical variables.

A rough approximation may be to consider the hyperons

as made up of a nucleon plus a {KX) neutral (Higgs) composite - which we

call K - which, is analogous to the Cooper pair in superconductivity sod

whose expectation value is of interest for the Cabibbo angle.

In the picture above, we may estimate the fields experienced by the
n

composite K , as follows. A hyperon must spend a fraction of time in one

or other of a number of dissociated s tates . For example,

A* n ',

it'A

Many other virtual Etates occur but we have singled out those which contain

the neutral strangeness carrying Higgs composite K . For as order of .

magnitude estimate of the electromagnetic fields In which e lives, one

may consider the fields produced by the electric charge and magnetic dipole

density distributions of F, H, £ ,... etc. given by the usual SU(3) functions

Gg nnd G^ , which over the region l/» Q (where K amplitude is large)

- 3 5 -
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may be vei l approximated by uniform distributions of charge and magnetisation.

Using quark model values foT the nucleon-octet magnetic moments, i

2 M .

We estimate ~u/nucleon volume,

P , X~,

em /nucleon volume for

(ana <E> « 0 for H, A°, E°J so that

J
I

for 2 ,

for

Assuming that K is a loosely bound Higgs structure - not unlike the

Supporting evidenceCooper pair - we nay expect a Q ~ n^ + m x £, 2K

for such an estimate is given by Linde ' who shov thatand Weinberg

Higgs masses in gauge theories should be greater then a few GeV.

Thus, not only for A but also for Z~ and JT , i t i s l ikely that

<H> dominates over <E> so that, for al l hyperons» # is positive

and, in magnitude

# ~ If- x typical hyperon volume

gauss

To summarise, these very crude and classical arguments appear to

Buggest that i f these average fields <TK2") , make any sense,then
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1]

21

is negatire *in mediun and hea-rr nuclei ,

positive in hyperons ana possibly also In light noelel.

indeed positive for hyperons, then the ftct that 6

is non-vanishing for hyperoos and takes roughly the same numerical value

for each of then may imply either (l) that J ^ B r l t i c a l ie negative (from the

preceding discussion a situation unlikely inside tjyperons) or (S) that i t i s

positive but greater in magnitude than the typical hyperon value.

-(101 5 gauss)2. If situation (1) holds ( i . e . < * > e p i t i c a l <• 05>th*n «ince

^^yappears to be negative for most nuclei, for most of the nuclear

volume, i t could be that, in some nuclei electric fields wil l be sufficiently

intense to cause a transition, i . e . —AiS > -/%s> . (One must emphasise

Vr̂ nuc s"JVfcrit *^^
that

'nuc' ^"'erit

concepts like average values of fields, etc. are here being used

in their crudest classical sense, the assumption being that the absorption

rate of electromagnetic energy by the composite K inside hyperons is

much faster than the fluctuations of these fields inside nuclei. )

Our point of view is that a parameter such as the Cabibbo angle measures

a property of the vacuum and should therefore be Lorentz invariant. Electric

and magnetic Welds should enter only in the invariant coabinationB.like E -E :

there should be no frame dependence in the leading approximation. (Tliere may be

invariants dependent on the nuclear environment but their effect on composite

fields like K should be felt in higher orders. That is to sBy,ve are

neglecting the influence of the nuclear environment on K when it 1B virtually

produced in a collision like A + M-^lf + H + K •) ThlB was emphasised in

Eef.5, p.211. However, in Refs.8-10, only magnetic fields inside nuclei were

emphasised. Lee and Khanna have critic!led this (Chali River preprint, 19T5);

they argue that the relevant variable is the magnetic field in the rest frame

of the decaying nucleon. Tor a nucleus vitb E + 0 , they therefore suggest

1181136 Effective = Suranyi-Hedinger " c * E w h e r e 1 i S t h e * * « " » • Ot

the decaying nucleon. They show that this field, due to the currents and

intrinsic moments of the rest of the nucleus, is given to a good approximation

by the formula

|E] -v 2.5 t x 10 1 5 gauss ,

where & denotes the orbital angular momentum of the decaying nucleon. In

the context in vhieh Lee ana Khanna have argued.ve disagree with them and

wish to emphasise once again the role of invariants like H -E and (B-E) , etc.
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VII. AH0MMJ3B IH EJ HUCLKAH FHISICS

p
Are there any anomalies in the Cahibbo factor COB 6 in nuclear

physics, which might indicate the existence of transition phenomena in

particle phyics? Hardy and Towner ham noted, in this context, that in the

decay of Ar , there is a long—standing discrepancy which seems to point

to an anomalously small 6 for this nucleus, while Watson has suggested

that anomalously large values for V—capture rates for some high—spin even-odd

nuclei Ĉ Ĥh, ^g1"^ *"& ""ord better with Primakoff ' s theory, provided

8 ( * 0 , We summarise here the evidence adduced by these authors.

(1) Decay of Ar3^ (Hardy and Tovner10b

The study of superalloved 0 —* 0 fl-transitions between T = 1

states has apparently reached a stage such that, consistently with conserved

vector current hypothesis (CVC), the corrected ^t values for the Ik known

transitions involving mieiei ranging from C to Co -are the same to

vitfcia -2-jwrts in 3000.

The average •$?% value is related to the vector coupling constant

CT.I)

where K « 1.23062 x 10~9 egr2 en sec; < 1 > 1B the vector matrix element;

4^ represents that part of the radiative corrections to order a which

depends on fundamental g—iecay theory and which 1E the sane for all nuclei;

p denotes the ratio of axial-vector to vector contributions - its value

can be extracted from asymmetry data on polarized nuclei.
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Ttm product G (1 + £p] c m he measured in superallowed 0 -* 0

6 transitions between 1 = 1 states. In these cases the axial vector does

not contribute and -tie vector matrix element is predicted by CTC theory,

ThiB 'yields

1

(7.2)

There appear to be no anomalies for these 0 ~* 0 transitions -where

only vector matrix elements are involved. However, when one considers

nuclei where axial vector matrix elements-are also present, the picture

19 35
changes. There are three nuclei, n, He and Ar .where detailed study can

be made. For this Hardy and Tovner assume:

(a; The radiative correction, /L i to fundamental 8-deeay processes is

the same for vector and axial vector matrix elements.

(b) The C&bibfeo theory can be used to relate the vector coupling constant

G_ to the muoB coupling G through the relation

(T.3)

With 6 « 0.232 ± 0.003 (from hyperon $ decays] and the beat current

and A_ the valuesvalue for G , one would then derive for

- (1.3961» ± O.OQIOl x 10 9 erg cm3

- 0.02371 -0.0017 C7.51

Using this value of Aj in (7.1) together with the measured values In

n , He and Ar and estimates for p deduced from asymmetry data from

.18}
polarized nuclei _ , the coupling 0

T
The.results are:

effective 8 may be computed.
V
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Gy x 10U9 (erg cm3)

B in6y

n

1.383 ± 0.018

0.27 ± 0.05

Se19

1.3972 ± 0.00M

0.230 ± O.Ollt

Ar35

1.1*351 ± 0.0053

0.03 ± 0.09

19
In the cases of the neutron and He decays the values obtained for 6 are

consistent vith the "normal" Cabibbo value. In the case of Ar 5the value

of 6_ 1B consistent with zero. Hardy and Tawner emphasise that the anomalous

behaviour of Ar has been noted before but- no other explanation has ever

been offered.

9)
(2) Muon capture rate (Watson )

Muons are captured in nuclei by the inverse $-deeay process

y + p •* v + n ,

and excellent Measurements of the rate exist. The capture (in all tut heavy

nuclei) appears to take place from the S-state onto protons in E. low angular

mamentum state. Watson has noted that for Jjlfb - a nucleus with spin 9/2 -

the capture rate is anomalously high compared with Primakoff's formula

(predicted rate 9.35 x 10 sec"1, measured value 10.140 ± O.lU x 10 sec*1).

If the Primakoff value is resealed by l/cos 6 the theoretical value
C

becomes 9.9I4 >c 10 sec" , in considerably better agreement with measurement.

Watson considers such e rescaling {cor responding to 9 having made e.

transition to the value zero in the high spin nuclear environment of Sh ]

Justified since in the neighbouring Zr nucleus, there appears to be no

anomaly (prediction8,2k x 10 see"1, experiment 8.59 x 10 sec"1). A

A different view has been expressed by A. Garcia (Centre de Investigacion

del IPS Mexico preprint, June 1976) vho shovs that 9^ for the neutron is

smaller than 0.23 and even consistent with zero. He bases his arguments on

constructing specific combinations of the rate and angular coefficients in

neutron decay, which permit him to extract G~ and p from the data, free of

theoretical ambiguities.
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simllar situation appears to exist for (spin 9/2) coiapared vith

its neighbours ^Cd and 5QSn (though the measurements have not txen carried

6 9 2
out

116for isotopically pure 5QSn or for pure and spinless . To

test this further,Watson hta proposed the formation and measurement of the
93

lifetime of the j. 2Ttsj. hypernucleua, made in ..the reaction

Ho
41

TW

The lifetime of a A born in the core, nay be considerably enhanced

35
is indeed small. A similar experiment may be envisaged for the Ar environ-

+ n or

if c

ment (e.g. possibly A° + l 8Ar
3 6

question ariees whether the transition to $ K 0 - if real - in Ar and in
c

the high-spin odd-even nuclei Hb , In 1B magnetic or electric ( i . e .

K° + l 8Ar
3 6 -* l8Ar^

5 + IT 0). The

r

whether positive or negative). Einee for

most nuclei our rough classical estimates give x - £ ^ < 0

C1 C^-U,,).
everywhere In nuclear volume except within a saall region r < R' « — —»'£ '

it would be tempting to believe that the Cabibbo—restoring transition is

electric, i.e. .+
< 0 . This may also explain why for hyperons

B f 0 , since crude estimates indicated that the fields inside them satisfy

<^J^/>J, *• ° • But such a hypothesis would leave unexplained the eircum-

stance that 0c f 0 for 0 •+ 0 nuclei as well as for spinless nuclei Zr,

Cd and Sn (though,as stated earlier, no data exists for pure _gSn

o r ^ Z r 9 2 ) .

The contrary hypothesis would be that
it

the transition fields are magnetic- and that

is positive, i.e.

15 " 2X (10 gauss)

'crit v 'hyperons

Since on the basis of Suranyi-Hedinger estimates,.

for Ar35, Kb 3 3 and In 1 1 5 is positive only inside core regions of

radii E' ̂  —=• and since its magnitude does not exceed (3 x 10 gauss)
airZ

we would have to assume that our theoretical estimates of the fields -

particularly the magnetic fields - obtaining inside these nuclei are too low,

through the neglect of fluctuations. As mentioned before, Vatson, picturing

the nucleus as made up of a ,.Z

-hi-



core vith a circulating Vt " M proton round it, has advanced arguments

(based on the centre-of-naura motion of the nucleoss constituting LnZr ) for

the view that magnetic fields inside Nb 9 3 may be as high as 1Q17 gauss in a

region of radius « T T Fermi. Even if his estimate of the magnetic .field

dan be upheld, one mast contend against the fact that , for the experiment

proposed by him (K~ + Mo -• Sb ? + n), the averaged effect on A lifetime

(averaged over the small core region (radius 1/10 Fermi) and the much larger

region outside in which A may move) nay not be experimentally significant.

VIII. CONCLUDING KEMAKKS

(1) Since it is electrically neutral,the particle physics vacuum

may be made_ to suffer a phase transition by the application of

a sufficiently strong external field which is either electric or magnetic.

By this we mean that the critical quantity, 3" = H - E ,1s either negative

or positive. Theoretically, one cannot decide between these two possibilities

until a reliable basic model for the Cabibbo angle becomes available, nor can

ve decide whether there are other invariants like $* in a nuclear environ-

ment which are equally important.

(2) If the relevant field is magnetic,then a lover limit for "j" ,. is
CT1X

provided by <3" n yp e r o n>' which may be in the neighbourhood of [10 ? gauss) .

(3) There is some evidence from the g decay of Ar anil from measurements

of the u-capture rates of Nb and In that 6 is anomalously small for

these nuclei. If conclusions about (small) 6 are substantiated, then

this would confirm that the critical fields - whether electric or magnetic -

for the restoration of strangeness conservation are comparable to the fields

found in nuclei. This is perhaps the most exciting feature of the situation.

(M There are" no reliable estimates of

For jnost nuclei, classical

nuclear systems.

estimates would suggest that is negative (.and 1 0 . A1'3

gauss} except within a small region of radius H' $• A/Zm . Inside this
region T

coreht is likely that C^ 1^ i E positive for odd nuclei.

(5) In view of these uncertainties what is needed is, on the one hand,

a systematic theoretical investigation of eleetroaagnetic (average) fields

inside nuclei and, on the other, a systematic experimental investigation of

anomalies in d^ - particularly for hypernuclei and, with the newly projected

hyperon beams, with these hyperons captured inside nuclei. Only through this

close interplay of theory and experiment will a true understanding of

symmetry restoration phenomena emerge in particle physics.
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(a)

Tiro types of potential: the begging bovl (a) and the dimpled

cup (b).
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H

K g . 3
Schematic representation of the different phases of a !type II

superconductor in the plane of H ana V2c * Jr /IT
scalar' rector

(B.J. Harrington and U.K. Shepard, Univ. of Hev Hampshire preprint,
1975).

Fig.2 Trajectories followed ty the minimum of an effectIT* potential

C 2 S f) enTironnent ^ » r - ITeix ^
is eluoigBd.
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Electric displacement due to a. nnifora charge distribution In a
sphere of radius B .

Fig.6 Radial dependence of electric and magnetic field strengths due

to uniform charge and magnetlMticm distributions in a sphere of

radius R . The fields are measured in units of en^ » 2.1* x 10

gauss. For a typical nucleus, R ~ m~ A and E* « m~ (I + up)

(TZ)~ provided A is not too small. The range of values of

3«« a - E is given ly

I + UP
TA

In units of (en£)£ •
negative for r > H'

t + UP
TA

lote that 'f is positive for r < K1 and

Radial dependence of tfce order parameter corresponding to the

electric displacement of Fig.lt. Hie curves (l) and (2) refer-

to small and large total charge Q, respectively.




